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When the 
Circular Economy Meets 
Environmental Justice



Defining our Terms
The Circular Economy (CE) is “a framework of three 
principles, driven by design: 

1.  Preserve and Enhance Natural Capital, 
2.  Optimize Resource Yields by circulating and 

interchanging products and wastes, 
3.  Design out negative externalities. 

It is based increasingly on renewable energy and 
materials, and is accelerated by design innovation.”



Defining our Terms
Environmental Justice (EJ) is “the fair treatment and 
meaningful involvement of all people regardless of 
race, color, national origin, or income, with respect to 
the development, implementation, and enforcement of 
environmental laws, regulations, and policies.  
Environmental Justice is achieved when nobody is 
disproportionately burdened by pollution or other 
environmental harm.”



Basel Ban Amendment Adopted
(1995)



Exporting Harm:
The High-Tech Trashing of  Asia  (2002)



The Digital Dump:
Exporting Re-use and Abuse to Africa (2005)



The Wasteland:
CBS 60 Minutes Episode (2008)



Creation of e-Stewards Certification
(2010)



Closure of Guiyu, China
(2015)



Closure of Hong Kong’s e-Waste Junk Yards 
(2016)



China’s National Sword -- “No” to All Waste 
Imports (2018)



Basel Ban Amendment Enters into Force
(2019)



Basel Plastic Waste Controls Enter into Force
(2021)



Progress has been made over the last 
25 years.

But we still face new waves of waste 
trade rationalization…



Opening 
Keynote 
Address on 
the Circular 
Economy

Example 1



“This is what the Circular 
Economy is all about…



and this is its biggest                                                       
obstacle to its success.” 



What is wrong with this Picture?
• The CE represents some kind of geographic circle?
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What is wrong with this Picture
• The CE represents some kind of geographic circling!
• No not really.  The CE is a design revolution to minimize 

wastes – not find global hiding places for them.
• In fact, at the outset,  long geographic transport is a design 

inefficiency antithetical to a true CE. 
• Today, waste travels thousands of miles simply to exploit 

weaker economies .
• Its another linear model with much not safely recycled but 

dumped and burned. 



Circular 
Economy: 

The 
Forgotten 
Principles



“Optimise
resource 
yields by 
circulating 
products, 
components 
and 
materials…”



“Preserve 
and enhance 
natural 
capital…”



“Minimise
systematic
leakage and 
negative 
externalities”

“Reveal and 
design out 
negative 
externalities”



Externalities

Natural Capital
Destruction



Perpetuating False Choices

• Many times in history we have been expected to 
assume false choices. 

• Remember Jobs v. Environment?  
• Now we are hearing “CE v. Basel Convention (EJ)
• Somehow we can’t have CE and EJ at the same 

time!
• Do we really believe that?



Example 2



• Sending polluting materials from rich to 
poor Communities is not EJ

• US = only developed country in the 
world failed to ratify Basel.

• ISRI = anti-Basel lobby for years.
• Is there now hope for ISRI and Basel?
• ISRI’s Adina Adler:  “Our position is under 

review”



187 Basel Country Members (Parties).  Just 8 UN countries are not Parties: East 
Timor, Grenada, Fiji, Haiti, San Marino, Solomon Islands, South Sudan, and the USA.

BASEL PARTIESBasel non-Parties



• ISRI never advocates exporting waste, but 
rather -- commodities.

• Semantic battle not useful!  
• Calling everything a commodity because it can 

in part be recycled, ignores the dirty and 
incomplete recycling taking place every day 
around the globe

• Often as a result of exports by ISRI members.  



• “…what we have never supported – and will never support 
– are bans that include commodity-grade recyclable 
materials that are part of the global manufacturing supply 
chain. That is why, to date, we have not supported U.S. 
ratification of the Basel Convention.”

• Implication: We can’t make recycling safe and efficient 
and respect environmental justice at the same time. 



Perpetuating False Choices
• The arc of history is moving towards a just CE.
• But the two examples I gave are not just isolated cases.
• US Government agencies currently seek to ratify Basel 

without accepting the Ban Amendment.   
• The US government  were alone in opposing the new 

Basel Plastics Amendments adopted by consensus
• The ISRI and American Chemical Council (ACC) also 

opposed the  vast global majority wishing to control  
mixed and dirty plastic waste  trade.



Circular Economy v. Environmental Justice?

• Does a Circular Economy rely on the International 
Trade in Waste?  NO

• Is the Circularity about Geographic Circularity? NO
• Does the Basel Convention which promotes 

environmental justice, harm the Circular Economy? NO
• Is Circularity a good thing at any cost? NO
• Can a Circular Economy co-exist with Environmental 

Justice?  YES



What a true and ethical circular economy 
looks like…

• It embraces Upstream / Design for the Environment
• It Ends production of Single-Use/Wasteful Products
• It recognizes that recycling can be highly polluting
• This is true whether called “commodities” or “waste”
• It eliminates such negative externalities
• It does not seek to exploit weaker economies
• It recognizes the need for full transparency and consent.
• It is environmentally just







What recyclers can do to support an 
environmentally just circular economy

• Comply with the Basel Convention -- even in the US!
• Do not  export hazardous materials (e.g. circuit boards, 

CRTS, mercury lit flat screens, Li-ion Batteries to developing 
countries (Article 4a of Basel).

• Do not export mixed or contaminated computer plastics 
without consent of importing government. (New plastics 
amendments.  

• Make sure your downstream does not export these either.



What recyclers can do to support an 
environmentally just circular economy

• ISRI members should tell their leadership to support 
Environmental Justice globally as well as in the US by fully 
supporting the Basel Convention.   



What  recyclers can do to support an 
environmentally just circular economy

• R2 Certified Recyclers can ask SERI to Change the R2 
Standard to align with the definitions and requirements of 
the Basel Convention.   



What we as recyclers can do
• Add e-Stewards Certification as the only Standard aligned 

fully with the Basel Convention with an Environmental 
Justice mission. 



What we as recyclers can do
• Join the Coalition for American Electronics Recyclers (CAER) 

and help them enact the (SEERA) the Secure e-Waste Export 
and Recycling Act now before Congress as well as the full 
ratification of Basel by the US. 



When the Circular Economy Meets 
Environmental Justice…



Thank You! 
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